Inherent spatial structure in myelin water fraction maps.
Myelin water fraction (MWF) images in brain tend to be spatially noisy with unknown or no apparent spatial patterns structure, so values are therefore typically averaged over large white matter (WM) volumes. We investigated the existence of an inherent spatial structure in MWF maps and explored the benefits of examining MWF values along diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)-derived white matter tracts. We compared spatial anisotropy between MWF and the more widely-used fractional anisotropy (FA) measure. Sixteen major white matter fibre bundles were extracted based on DTI data from 41 healthy subjects. MWF coefficients of variation (CoV) were computed in sub-segments along each fibre tract and compared to MWF CoVs from the surrounding "tubes" - i.e. voxels just exterior to the tract - of each segment. We further assessed the consistency of the MWF along fibre bundles across subjects and investigated the benefit of examining MWF values in sections along each fibre bundle rather than integrating over the whole tract. CoVs of MWF and FA were lower in fibre bundles compared to their enclosing tubes in all investigated tracts. Both measures possessed a spatial gradient of CoV that was smaller aligned along, compared to perpendicular to, the fibre bundles. All WM tracts showed MWF profiles along their trajectory that were consistent across subjects and were more accurate than the mean overall fibre MWF value in estimating ages of the subjects. We conclude that, although less obvious visually, the spatial MWF distribution in white matter consistently follows a distinct pattern along underlying fibre bundles across subjects. Assessing MWF in sections along white matter tracts may provide a sensitive and robust way to assess myelin across subjects.